
 

 

Where adventure is waiting, where the future is calling, that’s where the Pajero Sport is going. Born for off-road  
running, once you set it free nothing will hold it back. The new generation of SUV thinking, the Pajero Sport fuses 
the fun and comfort of urban driving with the heavy hauling and terrain-conquering toughness of off-road 
excitement. This is where your journey begins.

GO. PLAY.

Hindustan Motors Ltd., Chennai Car Plant, Adhigathur, Kadambathur Tiruvallur District, Tamil Nadu-631 203 
Tel : 044 2764 1400 Fax 044 2764 2029

Disclaimer: The specifications and the standard features detailed in this brochure may vary from the actual 
vehicle. The right to alter any specifications without prior notice rests solely with us. For more information, 
contact your nearest dealer.

For Private Circulation Only And Not For Commercial Use.

How can you truly know the world if you don’t explore it?
There is more out there waiting to be discovered than we have ever 
imagined, and more to be experienced than we have ever dreamed 
possible. The Pajero Sport is ready to take you there. All you need to do is 
set your course and go play.

A NEW WORLD AWAITS

BODY COLORS

Earth BrownRugged Red

Himalayan White

Beige leather

Pure Black Storm Grey 

Iceberg Silver

STANDARD EQUIPMENT AND FEATURES

DIMENSIONAL VIEWS

Get ready for a new point of view. Combining a high seat position with a wide front windshield, the Pajero Sport 
gives you a commanding view of the surroundings with luxurious styling to make the ride more pleasant. The 
controls, meters and gearshift are all ergonomically arranged around the wheel for intuitive operation while driving. 
At the center of it all sits the meter cluster, attractively designed in red for maximum visibility in all conditions.

THE SCENIC ROUTE

SUVs have conventionally been known for off-road prowess and utilitarian cargo capacity rather than passenger 
comfort. Passengers stepping into the Pajero Sport, however, are in for a wonderful surprise. Greeted by leather 
seating with fully automatic climate control, the only thing more fun than experiencing a ride in the Pajero Sport is 
being in the driver’s seat.

INNER ELEGANCE

Driver’s power seat Multi-mode center information display Front cup holders on floor console

Front door pockets with bottle holders Accessory socket inside floor console box Removable cup-type ashtray

Vanity mirror with lid for sunvisors Front room lamp with map lamps Door courtesy lamps (all side doors)

Sunglasses pocket on ceiling AM/FM radio and CD player 2nd-row 3-point ELR seatbelt x 2 and
2-point center lapbelt x 1

3rd-row 3-point ELR seatbelt x 2 Color-keyed side protector moldings Side steps

Front and rear mudguards Windshield sunshade Rear sensors
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